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Instructor’s 
Note

T oday is the Day for Daniel, a National Day of Action 
raising awareness of Child Safety, Protection & 

Prevention. Established by parents Bruce and Denise 
Morcombe in 2005 after their son Daniel was abducted 
and murdered in December 2003 while waiting to catch a 
bus on the Sunshine Coast.

All week my children have been coming home each day 
with something new to ask or tell me about Daniel or 
different strategies they can use to keep themselves safe.  
Thank you Schools for having these discussions.

Our son in particular really took Daniel’s story to heart this 
week, crying on the way home in the car talking about 
Daniel and trying to come up with things he could have 
done to avoid being taken.  It really breaks my heart to 
think what the Morcombe’s and many other parents/carers 
must go through when they lose a child to violence.

But sadly child abuse is widespread in Australia.  I was 
looking at some statistics last week and these are from the 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare for 2015/2016:

• More than $55,000 children are living in out of home 
care

• 7,171 children were sexually abused

• 10,808 children were physical abused

• 16,734 children suffered neglect

• Infants under the age of 12 months are abused more 
than any other age group

And you also can’t forget the horrible statistic that we all 
hear that 1 in 3 girls and 1 in 5 boys will be physically and/
or sexually assaulted by the time they are 16 years old!

Ash and I are probably more conscious than most about 
these statistics as, on a weekly basis, without fail in the 

school groups, classes or corporate training we carry out, 
we always have participants approach us and tell us about 
their experiences.  It really is heartbreaking.

Without writing a book on this topic…. one thing I really 
think is paramount when it comes to children and safety is 
to actually talk to them about it!  You don’t have to go into 
gory details but the discussions can be appropriate to the 
age of your child/ren.

Talk about what they can and can’t do (when it is ok to 
physically defend themselves and when it is not), how they 
should be conversing with others (be respectful, be nice), 
that they should be telling someone if something does 
happen (you as a parent/carer, their teacher, grandparents 
etc) and also have that discussion (age appropriate) about 
their private body parts/sex.  It may be awkward but it is 
important that children are educated and know what is/
isn’t appropriate.

Education on safety really is the key to keeping everyone 
safer.  The more they know the better decisions they will 
make, the more aware they will be of what types of people 
are in our society, what options they have and generally 
better awareness (ideally avoiding something before it 
happens).

Don’t underestimate your children.  They are like sponges 
and will soak up everything you say and with your 
encouragement and support will develop into strong, 
confident and respectful adults.  And we certainly need 
more of those in the world!

Take care

Anna
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STUDENT OF THE MONTH
1.  What’s your occupation? 

I work in admin at a finance company

2. How long krav have you been doing Krav 
and why? 

I started krav with my 9 year old son in 

September last year.  Originally I was looking 

for an activity that we could do together at the 

same time. After a lot of googling, I found your 

Saturday morning lessons.  Now, I keep coming 

back because the classes are practical, it’s 

always different, the girls are great and you get 

to punch stuff.  

3. Any motivational advice? 

Don’t just follow the pack, or do stuff because 

you think you have to or to fit in. Do it because 

you want to.  Do it because you like it. Do it 

for yourself. Why fit in when you were born to 

stand out? 

4. One interesting fact about you no one 
knows. 

If only it was something juicy! When I was a 

toddler I got attacked by a rooster...... apparently 

I was terrified of anything flying at my face. Or 

Chuck Norris is my fav action hero - Both are 

equally embarrassing!! 

DO YOU HAVE A STORY  
TO SHARE?
If  you  would  like  to  write  an  article  about  anything, give  advice  (maybe  you  

have  a  trade  that  you  can  provide  practical  advice  on), you  have  an  awesome  

joke  (even  Dad  jokes  are  allowed!),  or  whatever,  then please email us as we would 

love for you to be a part of our monthly magazine!

KEY DATES

GRADINGS

INDEFENCE

Meet  
Tanya 

Classes: 

The regular mixed adult Krav Maga classes will run until the 16th of December 

with classes recommencing in 2018 on Monday the 15th of January.

Workshops: 11th November

Knife Workshop and Stick Workshop

Gradings/Pre-Gradings:

Pre-Grading: 

Tuesday 21st November (Brisbane) 

Wednesday 22nd November (Gold Coast)

Grading:  

Saturday 9th December (starting at 8am)

We are running one more grading before 

the year ends. Achieving your next level 

is a great way to end the year! Please 

check out the details below and if you 

are interested in attending please email 

Anna at info@indefence.com.au with  

the Grade Level you are going for.

Please see below details:

Next Grading:  

Saturday 9th December  

(starting at 8am)

Pre-Grading: 

Tuesday 21st November (Brisbane) 

Wednesday 22nd November (Gold Coast)

If you need a copy of your current level 

or the next level you are looking to grade 

to, please email Anna and she will send 

you through an electronic copy.
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WANT TO KEEP  
UP TO DATE  
WITH OUR CLASSES, UPCOMING EVENTS, 
LEARN SAFETY TIPS AND TRICKS  
AND MUCH MORE….

InDefence Personal Safety Specialists: This page has articles relating to  
personal safety, different crimes occurring, upcoming events, class photos and  
videos and discussions relating to Krav Maga and personal safety in general.  
https://www.facebook.com/InDefencePersonalSafety/

InDefence Womens Krav Maga: This is a womens only, female focused page  
in it’s articles and safety tips but also includes info on classes, photos,upcoming  
events, safety tips, motivational tips and more. 
https://www.facebook.com/InDefenceWomen/

InDefence Kids Krav Maga: This page is children/parent focused with personal 
safety tips on a whole spectrum of topics such as first aid, pool safety etc along  
with details on classes, photos, upcoming events and more.  
https://www.facebook.com/InDefenceKids/

InDefence Social: This page has any upcoming social events. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/458924767595481/

Along with all our Facebook Pages we also have the following social media options:

https://twitter.com/indefencepss

https://www.instagram.com/indefencepss/

https://au.linkedin.com/company/indefence-personal-safetyspecialists

https://plus.google.com/104160587765158247840
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INDEFENCE 
PERSONAL SAFETY 
PROGRAMS FOR 
SCHOOLS
TEACHERS, ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN ACTIVITY FOR YOUR CLASS IN 2018? OUR INDEFENCE 
PERSONAL SAFETY PROGRAM KEEPS STUDENTS ENGAGED, TEACHES SKILLS FOR LIFE AND IS 
ALSO COST EFFECTIVE.

Not only does our program link into the school curriculum but we can also tailor the program to suit 
your timings (from one hour classes to a program that runs throughout the whole term).

Please contact us to find out more: info@indefence.com.au
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UPCOMING  
WORKSHOPS
On the 11th of November we will be running two workshops.  These workshops are a great opportunity to get a greater 
understanding of the topics of knife and stick attacks and also go through some scenarios that you don’t get a chance to go 
through in the regular classes.

They are also a chance to get in some extra hours before the grading in December.

These workshops are open to all levels as, at times, the classes will be split into beginner and intermediate/advanced sections.

Learn how to defend against the most common and hardest 
to defend weapon on the streets, the knife.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics for 2016 reports that a 
weapon was used in 69% of Murders (157 victims) in Australia. 
A knife was twice as likely to have been recorded as the 
murder weapon (71 victims), when compared to a firearm  
(32 victims).

Whether you are the actual victim or an innocent bystander, 
everyone involved in a knife attack risks getting hurt. Knowing 
the proper techniques for how to effectively handle such 
situations can mean the difference between life and death.

Come along and learn Krav Maga’s life saving techniques and 
if you already train, take this opportunity to improve your skills 
against this deadly weapon.

This Workshop is open to all levels

When:  Saturday 11th November 
Where:  Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac 
Time:  9am-12pm

Cost:  $70 Non-Members 
 $60 InDefence/KMG Members

Please CLICK HERE to book your spot.

KNIFE WORKSHOP
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STICK
WORKSHOP
ANU students, lecturer bashed with baseball bat 
in attack at Canberra campus 
Updated 25 Aug 2017, 7:07pm

Three students and a lecturer have been injured in an 
attack by a baseball bat-wielding student in an Australian 
National University (ANU) classroom.

Police said an 18-year-old man stood up from his seat and 
assaulted the female lecturer at the front of the class with  
the bat.

Three other students were injured when they tried to intervene.

The man has been taken into custody and police said there was 
no ongoing threat to public safety.

Those at the scene have been comforting each other in the 
wake of the attack and the university is offering counselling.

“Other students in the class have intervened and have attempted 
to restrain the student with the baseball bat,” acting deputy chief 
police officer Ben Cartwright said.

“[It showed] incredible bravery on behalf of those students to 
protect the lecturer.”

Detective Superintendent Cartwright said the man was 
restrained by campus security until police arrived.

He confirmed the man assaulted four people - one male 
student, two female students and the female lecturer - and  
said none had life-threatening injuries.

“They appear to be defensive injuries, we believe [there are] a 
couple of broken bones, a broken arm,” he said.

They were all taken to the Canberra Hospital.

What would you do?
What if your friend or loved one was getting attacked – would 
you know how to help them?

What about if there were a group of attackers?

If you did defend yourself and managed to get the weapon, 
what then?

Sticks, stones and various other objects (will break your bones) 
are often used to threaten or attack people every day. Bludgeon 
type objects are readily found in our environment so are an 
easy option for attackers.

Come along and run through a variety of realistic scenarios 
designed to give you an understanding on how to deal with 
these types of attacks in the real world.

When:  Saturday 11th November 
Where:  Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac 
Time:  12:30pm-3:30pm 
Cost:  $70 Non-Members 
 $60 InDefence/KMG Members

Please CLICK HERE to book your spot.
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INDEFENCE GIFT 
CERTIFICATES
WONDERING WHAT TO GET YOUR FRIENDS OR LOVED ONES FOR 
CHRISTMAS? WELL WE HAVE THE ANSWER! WHY NOT GIVE THEM THE 
GIFT OF SAFETY!

We can provide electronic gift certificates for any of the products we have for purchase in the 
InDefence Store. Please email us to purchase your gift certificate today!
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S Gift Certificate

$180
InDefence Flexi Card

Get Fit • Have Time out • Gain Confidence • 
Learn Practical Life Saving Skills

in a safe, fun and no ego environment!

To redeem your Gift Certificate please contact us on  
0400 333 363 or info@indefence.com.au

to ....................................................

www.Info@indefence.com.au
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SURVIVING 
NIGHT 
SHIFT 
THE BATTLE WITH SLEEP
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T here is a whole population of people out there whose hours of work can be anytime on the clock 365 days a year, be it Law 

Enforcement, Military, Fire Departments, Healthcare or Security just to name a few. I can relate as I am one of them! For many of us shift 

workers we have experienced the highs and lows of getting through a night shift. Sometimes It can be flat out and by the time it’s time to 

go home the body is so amped up it takes a little while to calm down before we can rest. Other times it can be a struggle just to keep those 

eyes open and stop the head nodding up and down like one of those bobble head dogs you see in the back windows of cars. Whatever the 

case may be, night shift workers tend to come up with strategies, tactics and rituals that help make our nights that little bit easier.

I’ve put this article together to hopefully give those that do the graveyard shift some ideas on what strategies and tactics you can use 

to your advantage in order to not only get through the night but also keep your performance up whilst maintain a healthy body. Some 

of these ideas I use myself, some by colleagues and I have also included what the current research says about how the body reacts and 

adapts to the unstructured rhythm.

To begin with, let’s have a quick look at the effects that night shift has on the body. 

The body’s sleep cycle is dictated by what’s called the circadian rhythm (can also be known as the circadian clock). This process regulates 

the times we need to sleep by monitoring light levels and temperature to put us into either a rested state or keep us awake. For 

example, when the body sees natural light it releases the chemicals noradrenaline and acetylcholine to keep us going. Then, when the 

light disappears, the body injects melatonin into the brain so that it receives the signal to fall asleep. The circadian rhythm also plays a 

part in regulating some of the other body’s functions including temperature, digestion, heart rate and blood pressure.

Unfortunately, studies show that night shift workers often have increased risks as a consequence of the stress that the body is put under 

when the natural sleep patterns are interrupted. These include:

• Increased likelihood of obesity

• Increased risk of cardiovascular disease

• Higher risk of mood changes

• Diabetics can also have trouble regulating their blood sugar levels

Everyone is different and for some it can take days to recover from a night shift, especially if the person doesn’t have block out blinds 

and a cool place to sleep! This can have a significant effect on how we function at home and also in our training, especially in terms of 

focus, endurance and strength.

So how can we mitigate these risks and effects whilst improving our performance? Here’s a few strategies and tactics that you can try out.

Diet
 On a night shift, food can be a welcome distraction which gives our body something to do. This not only satisfies our hunger but also 

giving us that emotional reward feeling we get when we are fed. Often there is the temptation to eat fast food, which I think we can 

agree on is not the best choice for optimal performance and function. After all, we’re tired and meal prep takes time. Plus, if there is 

something quick and convenient then it’s much easier to access and get that emotional reward. Even still, we need food to survive and 

we’ll be asleep when most people are eating anyway. Some tips for a night shift diet include:

• Eat lighter meals, for example lean grilled meats and salads 

• Avoid fast food especially later on in the night and before bed 

• Avoid high sugar snacks, this can play havoc with your energy levels as most sugary snacks will only give you temporary energy 

before crashing 

• Eat larger meals early and taper through to snacks 

• If you drink caffeine (which definitely helps stay awake!) try to limit the amount to 2-3 cups and make sure you stop drinking it 3 

hours prior to going to sleep

• Drink plenty of water, especially if you drink caffeinated drinks to stay awake 

• Extra vitamins may not help your day working buddies but a good multivitamin and extra anti-oxidants may help you cope with 

the biological stress of shift work.

• Try to stay away from alcohol before bed. Some shift workers swear by having a beer before bed after a big night shift. Studies 

show however that the alcohol can affect the quality of sleep however. You’d be better off drinking a glass of water prior to sleep.
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Sleep
Ideally, we want routine. And unless you are a permanent night owl, shift work disrupts this.

Shift workers tend to get 2-3 hours less sleep a night than other people. Often this will be split into two resting periods as the body 

struggles to rest when the light and temperature cues are signaling to the brain that it should be awake. In order to get the best 

out of the time we do have to sleep, it is suggested that your bedroom is cool and you have as little natural light coming into it as 

possible (blackout curtains are great for this, not only do they reduce light but they also reduce the temperature of the room) with as 

little noise as possible.

Some people prefer to try and get some rest in prior to the shift starting. Getting into sleep “credit” seems to work for some but not all. 

This sleep “credit” can range from anything between 30 mins to a few hours before the start of your shift.

Another tactic that can be used, if the opportunity presents itself, is to have power naps during the night shift. One study showed that 

a 20-minute power nap every 4-hours provided the subject with significantly higher cognitive abilities in comparison to those that 

pushed through and tried to stay awake. By limiting the nap to 20 minutes the body was able to rest and not break into the deeper 

sleep which is harder for the body to come out of. I find that this is a fantastic tactic for myself and works very well in keeping me 

alert and functioning on night shifts or even when it gets extended well past the official finishing time (which can happen from time 

to time). The drawbacks are that you need to be able to get the time for the nap (which does not always happen depending on the 

type of work you do) and also, this doesn’t work for everyone as they require different timings for power naps e.g. 10 mins, 30 mins, 40 

mins. 

Keep Active
Keeping your brain and body active can play a great role in maintaining your performance throughout a night shift. By finding 

activities (hopefully work-related ones) to keep your body moving and keeping your brain engaged, it will act as a sort of distraction 

and help the body forget how tired it is until it’s time to stop. For some of us this is no problem as the night shifts can be flat out with 

barely no time to rest. For others it can be the opposite, such as control room operators in quiet zones or those working in quiet areas 

with little to do and few people to talk to. Tips to keep active include:

• Find as many work-related tasks as you can do and get them done (try not to make your co-workers look bad mind you)

• Chat to co-workers and perhaps even clients if they are up as well

• If you have downtime, then play board or even video games (some workplaces actually have this for their workers!). The stimuli 

from the game will amp up your heart rate and concentration levels.

• Exercise can help as well. A few short sharp sets of compound movements such as push-ups or squats will wake the body up.

One thing that is not advised to keep your brain active is reading. Reading tends to put most people to sleep, hence why it is 

suggested by some experts that you read just before you go to sleep as it will tire out your eyes. I know that some people study on 

night shifts, however I know of very few who can study effectively into the wee hours of the morning.

There are a lot of variables in how we deal with fighting our natural sleeping patterns and working through a night shift. Everything 

from how each individual’s natural body adapts, the type of work that is involved and the strategies and tactics that we employ in 

order to get through the shift effectively. By trying different tactics and strategies we can find the right fit for us and make the best 

out of what can be a stressful time on the body. If you have any more ideas on how to get through a night shift I’d love to hear them 

so feel free to contact me!

– Dave Staples
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CRIME NEWS
POLICE SEARCHING FOR MAN 
WHO ROBBED A TAXI DRIVER IN 
SOUTHPORT USING A HAMMER
Andrew Potts and Amanda Robbemond,  

Gold Coast Bulletin

MEAT CLEAVER ATTACK: 
GRANDMOTHER CHARGED WITH 
ATTEMPTED MURDER
Andrew Potts and Amanda Robbemond,  

Gold Coast Bulletin

A THIEF is on the run after he used a hammer to smash up a taxi 

and steal from its driver in the early hours of the morning

Police are investigating after the 58-year-old driver was attacked 

after he stopped his car for a rest on Labrador’s Muir Street.

The man approached the taxi and smashed the driver’s side 

window with a hammer before threatening the driver, claiming he 

had a knife, and demanded money.

The driver handed over a sum of cash and his mobile phone 

before sounding his car horn, forcing the thief to flee the scene.

The driver was not injured.

Gold Coast Cab’s executive general manager Benjamin Lee said 

assaults against taxi drivers were unacceptable.

“Our driver, while shaken up, was not physically injured and did not 

require medical attention,” he said.

“The CCTV footage from inside the cab has been given to police as 

part of their investigation into the incident.”

The male offender is described as caucasian in appearance, around 

175cm tall with a slim build and was wearing a grey coloured 

hooded jumper and long pants.

Detective Sargent Jay Notaro from Surfers Paradise CIB said any 

robbery occurring was a concern and the crime could have been 

opportunistic in nature.

“We don’t tend to have a huge amount of robberies in taxis these 

days,” he said.

“The cameras have prevented them from being the target these 

days, which is a good thing.”

Police are urging anyone who may have witnessed the incident or 

have further information to contact Policelink or Crime Stoppers.

If you have information for police, contact Policelink on 131 444.

THE father of a baby 

at the centre of a 

shocking violent 

assault proudly 

posted pictures of his 

newborn within days 

of becoming a new 

dad.

Friends told the man 

how gorgeous the 

images were — one 

of the newborn in 

hospital, and others with the father staring down at his boy or with 

the child asleep on his shoulder.

The man — who is not named, to protect the identity of his son — 

was told to enjoy the quieter moments while they lasted.

One friend told the father “he’s growing up so fast” on a picture of the 

child smiling and looking directly at the camera.

The child was visiting Brisbane’s northwest from Sydney with his 

mother this week when he was allegedly attacked.

He was found in his cot by his mother with large slash marks to his 

face and neck. His grandmother, 64, was allegedly found nearby with 

a large meat cleaver.

The child remains in intensive care in a Brisbane hospital, in a serious 

but stable condition.

The retired teacher appeared briefly in the Brisbane Magistrates 

Court on Wednesday charged with attempted murder.

She is accused of trying to kill the four-month-old boy while he was 

in his cot at a home at The Gap, in Brisbane’s northwest.

The matter was adjourned so she could be sent for mental health 

checks.

The woman will not be required to appear when her matter returns 

to court on Wednesday, October 25.

IMAGES of the baby allegedly attacked with a meat 
cleaver have emerged as the infant bravely battles for 
life in hospital.
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CRIME NEWS
PIMPAMA WOMAN FLEES GOLD COAST AFTER VIOLENT HOME INVASION
Emily Selleck, Gold Coast Bulletin  l  October 12, 2017 12:00am

A PIMPAMA woman has been left so traumatised by a violent home invasion that she has 
fled the Gold Coast.

A man allegedly broke into Stacey Gleeson’s house at Benwerrin Street around midnight 
on Monday, pinned her to the bed and assaulted her.

PIMPAMA MUM ATTACKED DURING HORRIFYING HOME INVASION

The 32-year-old said she decided to leave the Gold Coast after the horrific attack and 
uproot her family temporarily to the Sunshine Coast where her sister lives. “I just didn’t 
want my kids to get hurt, so I just thought ‘I have to lay here and take it’,” she said from 
Caboolture yesterday.

The ordeal follows a spate of home invasions in the Northern Gold Coast over the past six 
months, the most recent at Upper Coomera on September 27, where nine armed men 
stormed a home.

Ms Gleeson’s neighbours have also been left frightened.

Norraine Rhind, who lives next door, said Ms Gleeson ran to her house after the attack.

“She came running here looking for me because we’re friends and she banged on 
the door screaming ‘help me’ but I was out at the hospital that night and my husband 
thought it was the TV,” she said.

“I saw a guy walking up here a couple of weeks ago with a hoodie on but when I parked 
my car he ran off.

“It’s worrying being next door because I have three young daughters.”

Ms Rhind’s daughter Briana Rogers was home the night of the attack and went to 
Stacey’s aid after the police arrived.

“She was very shaken up and her face was swollen,” she said.

“She’s a great neighbour, she’s a nice lady who looks after her kids.”

PIMPAMA WOMAN SCREAMS AT ALLEGED ROBBERS

Ms Gleeson told the Gold Coast Bulletin she ran into the street screaming ‘help me’ after 
the attack, but her neighbours across the road didn’t even call the police.

Ms Rhind said she wasn’t surprised. “Those neighbours who didn’t come out to help  
her are stuck up, they keep to themselves and don’t even wave to us,” she said.

PIMPAMA MAN RUSHED TO HOSPITAL AFTER BEING ASSAULTED

Another resident Corey Johns said crime was rampant in the developing suburb.

“There’s quite a bit of crime in the area,” he said.

“My partner’s car window was smashed in early September and they stole the spare keys 
to my car so now I have to keep it locked up in the garage.

“Our neighbour even called the police for us when it happened, but they never came.”

Mr Johns said his neighbour’s car was also targeted.

“Someone covered her car in glue,” he said.

A police spokesman said there were no indications the offender was known to  
Ms Gleeson and police were yet to take anybody into custody.

Stacey Gleeson after she was assaulted. Picture: Facebook

Locals say crime is “rampant’ in the northern Gold Coast suburbs.  
Picture by Scott Fletcher
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In Australia, one in three women has experienced physical or 
sexual assault by the age of 16.

These women are our mothers, girlfriends, wives, daughters, 
colleagues and friends. The mission of White Ribbon is to 
change the attitudes and behaviours that support or excuse 
this violence against women in Australia.

The White Ribbon Campaign objectives are:

•  to create widespread awareness of the positive role that 
men can play in stopping violence against women

•  to enable leadership, particularly by men and boys, to 
bring about social change, and 

•  to build collective knowledge and understanding of the 
effective prevention of violence against women.

Our organisation, InDefence has been operating for over 10 
years with our goal being to provide education and training 
in the area of personal safety to all facets of the community.

We teach not only physical self defence training but also 
what your legal rights are and the level of force you can use 
if faced with physical violence along with tools and strategies 
to reduce conflict and create peaceful resolution through 
conversation management.

In support of White Ribbon Day, InDefence would like to run 
a 3 hour Workshop on Saturday 25 November, the UN Day for 
the Elimination of Violence against Women.

If the venue is provided for the event, all funds raised will go 
to the White Ribbon Foundation.

We would like to invite your organisation to support White 
Ribbon and would be thrilled if you would like to take up this 
opportunity to not only train your staff, friends, family and 
colleagues in personal safety strategies but also support a 
great cause.

The goal is to raise over $1500 for White Ribbon. As an 
indication, one of our 3 hour workshops is worth $70 per 
person (21 people = $1500), however if your organisation 
can donate $1500 or more then we are happy to run the 
workshop for up to 50 people.

If you are interested please contact us to discuss the finer 
details.

Phone:  0400 333 363 
E-mail:  info@indefence.com.au

In the meantime, please visit www.whiteribbon.org.au to 
find out more about White Ribbon.

Anna & Ash

CHARITY 
WORKSHOP
OPPORTUNITY

INDEFENCE

In support of  
White Ribbon
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Date:  Friday 15th December

Where:  Loose Moose, Broadbeach, 
 Gold Coast

What:  Drinks

Time:  From 7pm

Who:  Adults only

Date:  Saturday 16th December

Where:  Pig N Whistle, Melbourne St  
 & Merivale Street, South Brisbane

What:  Dinner

Time:  7pm

Who:  Adults only

Date:  Sunday 17th December

Where:  Norfolk Tavern, Ormeau

What:  Lunch

Time:  Midday

Who:  All welcome  
 (children  included!)

INDEFENCE 
END OF YEAR 
CHRISTMAS 
PARTIES

Please email us if you would like to attend and please let us know how many people are coming along.
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SCHOOLIES SAFETY 
PROGRAM

Skills  
to verbally  
deal with 
conflict

Habits 
that 

make your 
Teens safer 
immediately

Physical  
self defence 

skills

Schoolies occurs every year, with thousands of Year 12 students descending on Schoolies 
destinations to celebrate the end of their school years. For many it is their first holiday 
without their family.

Along with having fun, unfortunately other issues can arise at Schoolies such as intoxication, drug abuse, 
physical and sexual assault which can have a drastically detrimental effect on a teenager and which 
unfortunately can sometimes stay with them for life.

Our Schoolies Safety Program provides a dynamic approach that not only teaches teenagers realistic self 
defence, but also gives them skills to verbally de-escalate conflict along with habits, tips and tricks that will 
make them safer immediately.

For more information please click here:
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“We can’t change every little thing that happens to us in our life but we can 
change the way we experience it. That’s the potential of  meditation, of  
Mindfulness. You don’t have to burn any incense and you certainly don’t have 
to sit on the floor. All you need to do is take 10 minutes a day to step back; to 
familiarise  yourself  with the present moment so that you can  get to experience 
a greater sense of  focus calm and clarity in your life.” 
– Andi Puddicombe

Mindfulness
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I have always been a goal and action orientated person. I 

love having something to work towards and the feeling 

of smashing an epic goal provides a great sense of 

accomplishment. It also shows me that almost anything is possible 

if I put my mind to it. While I will always be this way, recently I 

have found an incredible balance and the quality of my day to 

day life has improved dramatically. A friend recommended that 

I try an app called “Headspace” It took me a few weeks to get to 

downloading it, maybe I should have put it on my to do list. I had 

always been a fan of meditation – practicing on and off for many 

years. This however, was totally different. For the first time in my 

life I could see how the formal practice of mindfulness could be 

carried out to my everyday life. That is the key – mindfulness in 

everyday life – enhanced by a commitment to practicing daily for 

the recommended 10 minutes.

Let me explain this perfect balance which I have found a little 

further….I take action by setting goals – having an action plan, 

visualisation and reflection. This is great as I have achieved a lot and 

big, big things are planned for 2017. However if we call this the 

“on” I had always had mixed experiences with the off. It came most 

frequently during travel, a really good movie, or intense exercise. If 

only I could combine the three….

So like all of us I am a thinker, sometimes this can be very helpful 

and sometimes it can be destructive. The balance, the “off” has 

come through regular practice of mindfulness. My understanding 

is that mindfulness is simply just being an observer of “what is” for 

example our thoughts or emotions, without necessarily judging 

them as good or bad, just that they “are”. It is about acceptance 

verses trying to get rid of – whilst carrying on with life. So this 

sounds a little new age I am sure to some. A true understanding 

will come from regular practice which I highly encourage. One of 

the best ways to do this is through 10 free sessions on Headspace 

– followed by an optional paid subscription. I use these sessions 

almost every day and I have experienced a greater awareness 

of my thought patterns and have also experienced deep levels 

of peace and tranquility both during the formal practice of 

mindfulness and everyday life.

So now I try to live my life with more balance. I try to live moment 

to moment with an awareness of the present moment – bringing 

mindfulness to whatever is happening in the moment. Does 

this mean I have to like what is happening or accept what is 

happening? Absolutely not. Being mindful allows for any beneficial 

action to flow or if nothing can be done, it allows me to accept 

what is happening, even uncomfortable feelings. It has also 

allowed me to “ just be” to sit and do nothing from time to time 

where my mind feels completely still, instead of overthinking about 

what I should be doing. Being fully in the here and now is a gift, as 

cliché as it sounds – I now truly know why it is called the present!

 So here is what I recommend to start you on the journey of 

mindfulness, in no particular order!

1.  Download Headspace and complete the first 10 sessions – not 

only will you experience what mindfulness is you will learn 

further what it is

2.  Practice Active Listening – this means giving the person your 

full attention – without being on your phone, watching the TV 

or any other irrelevant distraction

3. Remember that the goal of mindfulness is not to get rid of any 

particular thought or emotion – that just places more attention 

and resistance on them, simply let them be whilst directing 

your attention elsewhere. With practice this will become easier

4.  Start your day with a mindfulness habit – I like to have a 

mindful shower – listening to the sound of the water with my 

fullest attention

5. Take time during your teaching day to bring about an attitude 

of mindfulness – you can even do this by simply observing 

your breath for one minute

And finally here are 5 benefits of regular mindfulness practice:

1. Reduces Anxiety & Depression 

2. Improves Cognition 

3. Increases your ability to focus 

4.  Boosts your immune system 

5.  Significantly improves our connection with the present  

 moment 

By Brendan Zischke
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BJJINDEFENCE

TIPS FOR BEGINNERS
1. Arrive 10 minutes early to stretch

2. Sign in and fill out a waiver

3. Wear appropriate, clean, clothing  
(shorts with a draw string or velcro, 
t-shirt or rash guard. No shoes on the 
mats except wrestling shoes. Bring a 
water bottle.

4. Be respectful of your training partners 
and instructor. Leave your ego off the 
mats.

5. If you have injuries or disabilities let the 
instructor and your training partners 
know.

6. Train hard. Train safely. Tap out.

7.  Sparring is optional for the first couple 
of classes. Practicing all techniques is 
not.

8.  Help clean the mats at the end of class.

9. Be prepared to laugh and have fun.

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Classes:

Saturday’s: 8.30am (Adults) 9.45am (Kids)

Location: Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Gold Coast

PERSONAL SAFETY SPECIALISTS
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NAME  

TIM REDSTONE

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE?

Registered Nurse

HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING IN THIS 

INDUSTRY?

Over 12 years.. too long - sounds like I need a change, I think I do :-)

WHAT 3 WORDS DESCRIBE WHAT YOU DO?

Assisting Patients Detoxing 

WHAT DOES YOUR WORK ENTAIL?

Managing patients who are detoxing from drugs and Alcohol at 

the private Hospital, Currumbin Clinic.

WHAT IS A TYPICAL WEEK LIKE?

I work permanent night shifts 9pm to 7.30am. Helping the patients 

with their detoxing, which includes helping them with their 

withdrawal symtoms which involves givings medications, and trying 

to encourage and motivate them, and plenty of paperwork (Sux).  

But as I work nights, I try not to talk too much with the patients, as 

good sleep is vital for the brain to rest which helps with recovery. 

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THIS AREA?

My wife Debbie and I decided to do our nursing degrees together 

in 2002. I realised very early on that I wanted to work in Mental 

Health, as Debbie’s mother has a mental illness, and it is a huge 

area of need and a very misunderstood sector of health.

LIKES AND DISLIKES:  

I like working nights, as they are a longer shift so I don’t need to 

do so many to get my hours up. I like seeing the patients leave 

feeling motivated and positive about their future with some ‘Tools’ 

we have given them. But I dislike it when I know that they are 

going back into the same environment, with the same friends and 

situation that they were in before they came to us. I personally 

believe that unless they make a fresh start in a new environment  

then they will be unsuccessful in staying off their drug of choice. 

Because, what are their friends doing? ..... they are doing the same 

thing that the patient was doing before they came to us. It is 

tough for them .... no doubt about it. 

WHAT IS A COMMON MISCONCEPTION ABOUT YOUR JOB?

Some people think how can you be a bloke and be a nurse? 

Well there are more and more men doing their Nursing degrees, 

WHO TRAINS AT 
INDEFENCE?

which is awesome, as men are in huge demand, particularly in my 

field of mental health. It can get a bit physical at times, and patients 

may need to be restrained particularly when they are very unwell, or 

psychotic from their mental illness or drug addiction. So having men 

around can help with the situation. I’m not saying that women can’t 

help... of course they do, but it’s good to have men around just in 

case, if purely for their physicality.

DO YOU HAVE ANY INTERESTING STORIES THAT YOU CAN 

TELL US?

People have asked me about ICE, and how bad the drug is and 

wonder how I can do what I do. And yes, it is horrendous what can 

happen to people who use it. How they can loose everything that is 

important to them. Spouses, Family, Careers, Homes, Job’s, Cars, and 

in many cases their lives. 

But you know what!? ...in my opinion the worst drug is ALCOHOL. 

Why? Because it is just an accepted part of our way of life. Part of 

our culture. I would hate to not be able to have a drink if I wanted 

to .... that would suck so much. But there are many, many out there 

that can’t. Once they have one, they can’t stop. It’s just so sad. They 

have lost everything and have no hope. It’s all a bit depressing isn’t 

it. The great thing is.... we do have success which is so awesome. 

And hearing those stories makes it all worthwhile. Who doesn’t like 

hearing about that. Well that’s a bit about me. Take care and God 

bless. I hope I’ll see you at training soon. 
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WHERE CAN I 

TRAIN?
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TRAINING IN BRISBANE

TRAINING ON THE GOLD COAST

Gold Coast Adult Mixed Classes
When: Mondays & Wednesdays

Time: 4:30pm or 7pm

Where: Robina Community Centre, 

San Antonio Court, Robina

Brisbane Adult Mixed Classes
When: Tuesdays & Thursdays

Time: 7:30pm

Where: Flipside Circus,  

117 Mina Parade, Newmarket

Brisbane Kids Classes
When: Tuesdays during school terms

Time: 3:45pm

Where: Somerset State School

Cnr Webster & Kitchener Rd, Stafford Heights

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Kids Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 9:45am - 10:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Gold Coast
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 8:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Gold Coast Womens Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 9:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Private Lessons
Please contact us to find a time and

location that suits you.

Gold Coast Kids Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 8:30am 6-14 years 

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Private Lessons
Please contact us to find a time and

location that suits you.
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PHOTO 

GALLERY
BLAST FROM THE PAST EDITION
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 DRIVING WORKSHOP
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KRAV VS WILD
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EQUIPMENT

Groin Guard

$35

KMG Shorts

$65

Mouth Guard

$20

KMG Pants

$65

Ultimate Krav Maga
Dvds 5 Set

$100

Blue InDefence T-shirts
Mens and Womens Sizes

x1 = $30  
 x2 = $50

Grey or Green Krav Maga  
Self Defence Solutions T-shirts

Mens and Womens Sizes

x1 = $20
x2 = $35
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